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Festival Gastronómico Vegetariano Vegano
de Tijuana Sana
Dates: July 1st - 2nd, Saturday & Sunday
Location: Centro Cultural CECUT, Zona Urbana Río, 9350 Paseo de los Heroes
Hours: 11:00 - 9:00 for the festival and entertainment free admission
Workshops and lectures begin early (see the schedule, tickets required)
This is my second time attending a VegFest in Tijuana, and my first with the Festival
Gastronómico. This event promises to be lots of great food and entertainment, it
focuses on healthy living and it’s alcohol-free! Some of the proceeds will benefit Baja’s
Be Animal Heroes organization. Meet Tijuana’s growing population of plant-based
foods enthusiasts and enjoy Baja’s amazing vegan cuisine.
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Workshops and lectures (in Spanish). Everyone’s going vegan!
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The Music and Entertainment Schedule
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Travel Suggestions for getting to the Festival Gastronómico
The Basics: What to Bring
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your Valid Passport
Cell phone, check with your carrier to be sure you can activate roaming to access
your full coverage south of the border. You will lose your signal at the border
without roaming.
Money for food, fares, and purchases. The current exchange rate is about 18.5
pesos to the US dollar and dollars are accepted everywhere but things can end up
costing just a little more when you use dollars.
Comfortable clothes, good walking shoes

Be Safe
There is an ongoing travel advisory regarding crime throughout Mexico. Get the details
here Mexico Travel Warning. But the good news is Tijuana is experiencing a travel
renaissance again, tourism is coming back and you can find all kinds of good things
happening in Mexico. Check out Turista Libre, he’s an American journalist living in
Tijuana who hosts an amazing line up of tours and events making travel fun and easy.

Driving into Mexico
Mexican car insurance if you are driving. You can purchase it online in advance or drive
through and pick up a policy at a location near the border. I like the convenience of
Instant Mexico Auto Insurance and they will provide you maps of Tijuana and Baja.
It’s located near the border with a convenient drive through window, map to location.
Mex Insurance runs about $25.00 - $30.00 a day

Walking into Mexico and Catching a Cab
You can park at the border and walk across. Parking can run anywhere from $10.00 $25.00 a day and parking lots fill up. An alternative is to park at one of the trolly stops
north of the border that offers free parking and take the trolley to the border. Walking
into Mexico is easy but can take some time waiting to get through Mexican customs.
Cabs are waiting on the other side to offer you a ride, click here to read up on safe
travel by taxi. Most people speak some English down there but it’s good to have a little
Spanish handy when it’s time to ask for a ride. Cuanto cuesta para llegar al Centro
Cultural o CECUT? How much does it cost to get the the Cultural Center or CECUT?
The Cultural Center is also called CECUT pronounced say-coot. Agree on a price
before taking a ride. It’s a short ride and shouldn’t be more than a few dollars. Cabs are
also easy to catch from the Cultural Center back to the border. On the return trip it’s
Cuanto cuesta para llegar a la frontera? How much does it cost to get to the border?

Riding Your Bike Into Mexico
Riding a bike into Mexico can be fun and there will be a bunch of us riding on Saturday
morning, July 1st. I’ve done the ride to Tijuana many times, it’s a great adventure and
but once you are there you have to navigate carefully, avoid the busier streets, take
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your time and be safe. The Centro Cultural is easy to reach by bicycle. You cross the
border with pedestrians (which can take some time going through customs) everyone
has their passport checked and a visa filled out going into Mexico. Once you get across
you follow the pedestrian zone to the foot of Avenida Revolucion, from there it’s a short
ride eight blocks through the center of town then a left that will take you to the Zona Rio
and right to Paseo de los Heroes where you ride a lap around one of the Gloriettas and
to the finish line at CECUT, the Centro Cultural. To get back you simply go back the way
you came. Here are maps of the route south of the border.

This map show the peatonal or pedestrian zone that exists customs and leads to
Avenida Revolution. Find the map and study it on google maps, here’s the link to this
segment that takes you from customs to the bridge over the Tijuana River: click here
Once you are over the bridge you continue to Calle Primera and follow that to the foot of
Avenida Revolucion and the big arches. There are always Mariachis waiting to be
hired, they charge a lot more in Mexico than they do here. I can drop $100.00 easy in
no time when I’m in the mood for Mariachi music. I always like to stop for a song or two
and a photo when I arrive. From the foot of Avenida Revolucion the course continues
through the center of town past the busy nightclub noise and colorful shops loaded with
Mexican crafts and souvenirs.
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Here is the crossing again from the bridge to Calle Primera. Click on the link and zoom
in to study the map and identify the bridge and street names. Click Here

Stopping to celebrate my arrival at the arches located at
the foot of Avenida Revolucion. It’s a Tijuana tradition.
Find mariachis ready for hire, enjoy a little music, get a
picture, and you are on your way.
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Getting to the Centro Cultural (CECUT)
Once you’ve made it to the center of town it’s an easy ride down Avenida Revolucion 9
blocks to Calle Juan Sarabia. Continue through the intersection at Rodolfo Sanchez
Taboada and straight to Paseo de los Heroes. Click on the link to study the map and
identify the streets, click here.

Once you arrive there will food, artesanías and entertainment with the Festival
Gastronomico and there are also be exhibits and opportunities to explore the Centro
Cultural and all it has to offer.
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The Return Home
The easiest way back is to return the same way you got there. There are now two
border crossings for pedestrians. I recommend the crossing that takes you to the San
Ysidro crossing and the trolley. The new crossing is great but it goes into the outlet mall
area. I am not a seasoned rider with that crossing yet, the wait can be much shorter but
if you have a Trusted Traveler document like the Global Entry or Sentri Pass you get
to go to the head of the line either way. Once you are back across the border load your
bike onto the trolley and head back to your original destination. There is free parking at
many of the trolley stations, the Old Town Station is an easy place to start and end the
ride. Park for free in Old Town and ride from there or hop on the trolley with your bike
and ride to the Santa Fe Station, get off and ride on over to the Coronado Ferry and hop
on to cross the bay and enjoy a ride through Coronado and down the Silver Strand. You
can also ride the south bay which is more industrial but an easy ride.

How to Arrive at the Border by Bicycle
There are two ways to get there, you can take the Ferry to Coronado with your bike and
ride the Silver Strand check the ferry schedule here or take the South Bay course
through National City and Chula Vista. Both rides will take you to Imperial Avenue, then
you head south on 19th Street, go left on Coronado, take the last right on Hollister,
continue on Hollister until it turns into Dairy Mart Road, follow Dairy Mart Road to
Camino de la Plaza continue until you cross over the 5 freeway then take your first right
and you are there, headed for the border crossing at Tijuana. Click here to review the
map details.
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Whether you drive, walk or ride, just be safe, be smart, and have fun!
More travel ideas ahead with the Tour de Tijuana book launch coming soon.

¡Viva Mexico!
Se habla español
Liz Gary, Founder
New Options Food Group
www.newoptionsfoodgroup.com
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